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David and I recently observed a special anniversary.  On August 11th of this year, we 
celebrated our Aussi-versary, one year since we pledged our loyalty to Australia and its 
People, whose democratic beliefs we share, whose rights and liberties we respect, and whose 
laws we will uphold and obey, from this time forward under God.  With these words, a whole 
lot of paperwork, and our exams (which, for the record, did NOT ask us anything about 
legendary Cricketers), we became citizens of the “Lucky Country.”  

In our hearts, we also pledged to never take our luck for granted.  Unlike so many, we 
came on a plane, not a boat, and weren’t turned away.  All our degrees earned elsewhere were 
recognised here, and we didn’t have to rebuild our lives from scratch after a war.  We’ve 
enjoyed greater opportunity in the one decade since our arrival than many who’ve dwelt on 
this golden soil for generations.  We’ve been so very lucky.

Of course, even for us it hasn’t been all beaches, koalas, and pavlova.  Immigrating is 
never entirely straightforward.  There’s that period I call “the unsettling,” when you begin to 
feel disconnected from your old country, yet not fully at home in your new one.  You lose 
touch with your old friends, and your new ones don’t know you quite as well.  I don’t always 
“get” American cultural references anymore, but I don’t yet understand all the Australian 
ones either.  And though this land does abound in nature’s gifts, I still can’t find a bagel here 
that really hits the spot.  Some things just take a really long time.  The period of Unsettling 
can feel distressing for new immigrants, even like existential threat.  Does anybody really 
understand me? wonders the new immigrant.  Who would bring me a meal if I got sick, or 
help me if my car broke down and I couldn’t get to work?  And where there’s a language 
barrier, how do I explain what I need to the auto mechanic, the GP, or the landlord?  

Throughout history, the Jewish community has supported countless Jews through the 
Unsettling, lessening their sense of foreignness and insecurity.  The community set up Jewish 
funeral homes and cemeteries, immigrant aid societies, even hospitals, social clubs, and 
department stores in some cities.  And, of course, synagogues formed—becoming places to 
study, worship, gather, and make communal decisions.  In synagogues, we felt a camaraderie 
that helped us cope with our physical and spiritual displacement time and again.  Our own 
shul was part of this Jewish project, built up by immigrants who came together to create a 
second family, which they leaned on to feel more secure in their new land.  Here, they built 
for themselves a home away from home.

Thanks to these efforts, Jews today find ourselves relatively at ease in societies like 
Australia.  But these recent years have nevertheless felt like a great Unsettling—not just for 
Jews, but for Australians, and all humanity.  We are now all strangers in a strange land, 
foreigners in a new world.  The pandemic has disrupted life and business as we knew it.  
Climate change has disrupted the weather as we knew it, with deadly bushfires, drought, and 
floods casting many into exile.  The re-emerging nuclear threat has disrupted our sense of 
peace and safety.  Reports of antisemitism in schools, and the resurgence of Nazi symbols 
and language used by fringe and even not-so-fringe groups have disrupted our sense of 
security, common civility, and moral advancement.  The world is not as it was 20, 10, or even 
3 years ago.  Today, we are all experiencing a Great Unsettling.  We’ve left behind the life 
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we knew, but we are not yet settled or at ease in our ‘new normal.’  This is the spiritual crisis 
we find ourselves in, here at the start of 5783.

Why do I say it’s a crisis?  Because we face a dilemma, and that is that the communal 
gathering places that used to help us cope with upheaval—where we always found the 
camaraderie to mitigate the Unsettling—now those places themselves pose some risk.  Do we 
come to shul and find spiritual solace, but risk potential infection from Covid?  Or do we stay 
in physical safety, but give up our connection to the community that has been our lifeline?  
What do we do when we’re physically at risk from what has always saved us spiritually?

It's a conundrum not unprecedented in Jewish life.  My seminary professor, Dr. Susan 
Einbinder, once taught that in medieval times, there was uncertainty in the Jewish community 
over whether plagues spread through the air, or were sent by God to right our human wrongs.  
If airborne, the right thing to do was abandon the cities for less densely populated areas, 
where the air was not infected.  But if plague was sent by God, leaving the city would provide 
no refuge, and the right thing to do then was stay—to combat the plague as they faced all 
other existential threats: by banding together to fast and pray for forgiveness on behalf of the 
sick and for their own sins.  When these acts of atonement were performed together with 
others, they were believed to hold more sway with God.  The more who joined in our 
collective beseeching and atonement, the more God would be moved to have mercy on the 
sick, rid the community of its plague, and protect us.    

Our theology today might be different, but some of those medieval tensions still hold 
true: between science and religion, yes, but more so between physical risk and spiritual 
salvation—our fear of being around other people versus the sense of safety that comes with 
banding together and being part of a community.  Thankfully, during the most dangerous 
phases of the Covid pandemic, this tension was lessened, as our Progressive congregation 
stayed connected to one another through livestreamed services, Zoom kaddish prayers, 
outreach phonecalls, and more.  Thanks to our volunteer callers and those who invested in 
and ran our new technology, we could have community without risk, experienced from the 
safety and solitude of home.  And for the most vulnerable and those who live at a great 
distance, our shul remains committed to maintaining that virtual lifeline to community.  But 
for others, this form of congregation feels like not enough actual congregating to soothe and 
satisfy the soul.  Many still seek a home away from home—the community and camaraderie 
that has always helped us cope with the Unsettling in every age, and that comes from being in 
the physical presence of other people with whom we feel an affinity.

I worry for all who seek this refuge—this buffer from the Unsettling of our era.  
Because while communal life hasn’t died from our recent plague, it has been damaged by a 
form of ‘long Covid’—the ongoing threat from a virus that keeps mutating and re-emerging, 
leading many to still choose the comfort of home over the comfort of community.  Others fall 
ill or isolate because someone else in the family is unwell, and still others choose to self-
isolate in advance of simchas, travel, or important work commitments.  While these are all 
perfectly understandable reasons to stay out of large groups, the fact remains that the 
experience of community is diminished for those who do come seeking it: for the new 
member who joined our shul in the hopes of meeting new people; for the mourner who comes 
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to say kaddish and feel the warmth of human presence in a time of loneliness; for the 
conversion student, trying to learn the ways of Jewish communal life; for the frightened 
patient coming to terms with a diagnosis that isn’t contagious but is a devastation; for the 
nervous b’mitzvah student whose fears are allayed only by the exciting prospect of standing 
before a crowd that they’ve been told cherishes “Jewish continuity”; and for all those 
unmoored by the Great Unsettling of our time, who come seeking the reassurance that there is 
one small corner of the world that isn’t coming undone, one small corner of the world where 
good things continue to happen, where volunteering to lend a hand makes a tangible 
difference, where our presence or absence is felt by others, and where the distress we feel 
when we read the news is lessened, made tolerable, because we face it and process it and 
lament it together, and know that we’ll have each other to lean on when the going gets rough. 
The experience of community, and its salve for the displaced soul, has been diminished.  This 
is our collective “long Covid,” and it’s an existential threat to communities here and 
everywhere—Jewish, Christian, secular, and beyond.

We need to turn this around, urgently.  All of us.  Because the weakening of 
community means the weakening of immunity, to other “plagues” that may be lurking around 
the next corner.  Journalist Damien Cave writes in his new book Into the Rip,i “without 
community, you can’t manage the deadliest risks or the most serious forms of adversity.”  
Cave is an American, turned Australian citizen, who covered the war in Iraq and the recovery 
of the Christchurch Muslim community after the shooting in 2019, and experience has taught 
him that only a “communitarian approach” helps individuals recover from tragedy and face 
future threat.  We genuinely need each other.  

Moreover, Cave says, when we come together in intergenerational pursuits, share 
common experiences, and build trust in one another by facing risk together, the web of 
connections between us grows stronger and life grows richer.  Cave tells how his family’s life 
was enriched by the [quote] “public ethos” that they discovered in Australia, where they’ve 
taken part in Nippers and surf lifesaving; where they’ve witnessed the national volunteer 
effort to battle the Black Summer bushfires, the coordinated effort of states to combat the 
spread of Covid, and the team spirit of medics working to keep our early pandemic numbers 
amongst the lowest in the world.  “Australia has taught us something we did not know we 
needed,” Cave writes, “How to make ‘community’ a verb.”

I love this conclusion.  Because it gives me hope that here we can beat our collective 
long Covid.  We can rebuild communal life even in the face of risk, and better support one 
another through the Great Unsettling of our time.  Cave’s book helped me understand our 
Temple’s role in Australian communal life: to contribute to this nation’s public minded ethos, 
to support its communitarian approach to threat, and to amplify the sense of duty to each “do 
our bit.”  To engender a sense of belonging amongst citizens, and to model what it means to 
make community a verb.  This is the mission of our day.

Tomorrow’s Torah reading for Yom Kippur teaches that each of us is bound to this 
mission—that we all stand together in covenant, today as much as in days of old.  Atem 
nitzavim hayom kulchem lifnei Adonai Eloheichem… we all stood together before God at 
Sinai and, the Torah goes on to say, v’lo it’chem l’vad’chem—it is not with you alone that 
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God makes this covenant, not just with those who are standing here this day, v’et asher 
eineinu po imanu hayom—but also with those who are not here with us today. ii With these 
words, the Torah bound every future generation and every one of us – in this room, and not in 
this room – to the mission of building communal life. 

And don’t think that it’s out of your reach to do this, God says, or too far out of your 
comfort zone.  Lo bashamayim hi v’lo me’ever la’yam —it is not in the heavens, nor across a 
great sea—v’lo r’chokah hi—it is not far from you, at all, and you can do this!  We each can 
help rebuild civic vibrancy and communal life in Australia.  We each can play a role in the 
timeless Jewish mission of making community a verb.  And it starts right here. 

We can do this.  But the question is: how do we do it now?  In the face of our 
contemporary risks, how do we help people feel more at home in a strange world, the way 
those before us made the shul a home away from home for those from foreign lands?

Well, if you’re someone who feels comfortable going out to restaurants and cafes, the 
movies, the gym, the opera or theatre, add the Temple to your diary too.  Unless it’s High 
Holy Days, we don’t pack the room like other entertainment venues, so you can always 
spread out in relative safety here.

If you’re someone who’s avoiding public places but have been hosting guests in your 
home, consider inviting someone in our Temple family whom you haven’t met yet.  Contact 
our office and we’ll suggest a person or family who might relish the opportunity to grow 
more connected by sharing tea or a meal.

If you’re someone who’s only comfortable meeting outdoors, summer is coming!  Let 
the Temple know if you like to meet up with others for a walk, or make the Temple your 
meeting ground for an informal coffee in the courtyard, or at our lawn tables.  Maybe 
volunteer on our gardening team.  If you’ve got children, come to our family BBQs in the 
courtyard.

Do you have a special hobby or passion?  Let the Temple know you’d like to meet 
others who share it, and we’ll put you in touch with each other, or help you launch an affinity 
group—some congregations call them “tribes”—where like minded people come together in 
person or on Zoom.  We even have one member who’s been holding a weekly online 
Havdalah gathering every Saturday night since the very first lockdown.

And for those not at all comfortable with in person encounters, consider joining our 
Care Team of callers who reach out by phone to keep our community connected through one 
to one conversations.  Or join our Zoom programs like Taste of Torah, Phosphorescence, or 
Boomers film group discussions.  

Any of these acts may seem small to you, but they can have immense impact on those 
seeking community, spiritual mooring, camaraderie, and a sense of home amidst the Great 
Unsettling of our time.  Any of these acts will go further than you think in beating our 
collective long Covid.  Any of these acts will help our shul do our bit to restore communal 
life in this country we share.  We can lead the way, because as Jews, we know how to do this. 
We’ve learnt it from those who came before us, whose names surround us on the walls of this 
sanctuary.  We’ve learnt it from our biblical ancestors who stood together at Sinai, forming a 
covenant in the midst of their Great Unsettling—their wilderness journey between the life 
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they left behind in Egypt and the Promised Land they had not yet reached.  And we’ve learnt 
it from our sacred text, where God could not have emphasised more strongly that no one who 
faces that wilderness alone can long endure.  Lo bashamayim hi—it is not in the heavens, nor 
beyond your reach.  So reach for the phone, or click to connect, book in, or rock up.  V’lo 
me’ever la’yam—it is not across a great sea.  V’lo r’chokah hi—it is not very far from you, at 
all, and you can do this.  In Australia, community is a verb.  In Judaism it’s a commandment.  
In the year 5783, it is our urgent mission.  G’mar chatimah tovah.
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i Damien Cave, Into the Rip: How the Australian Way of Risk Made My Family Stronger, Happier…and less American, 
Scribner Australia, 2021.
ii Torah reading for Yom Kippur morning in Machzor Mishkan T’shuvah


